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HELP
It is already time to call for help . Our
appointed editor, who was to start in
January, quit . The newsletter Tell is our
only means of communication . Without editor,
no Tell, without Tell, no AHPS!

Please, somebody get in touch with me.

Henry filled in after Steve Weston resigned in
June of last year and performed double duty
as editor pro tem and president . He even
prepared the January Tell and sent suf-
ficient material mounted and ready to go to
the appointed editor to have an easy start.
Thank you for your thoughtfulness, but it was
not to be . All of the prepared material was
returned to Henry who again offered to
finalize the March issue, however, as his
very last one! After that, there is little
material left to be published and, most of all,
no editor.

And I was hoping to have an easy start, your
president Mario Wiedenmeier.

Joint issue stamps, to he released Feb . 22 : 700 years of Switzerland's
independence, as seen thru the eyes of politicians' No waste of grey
cells for this design idea ; we can safely put them into the category
of least-needed . . .

	

HR
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AHPS AUCTION OBSERVATIONS

This issue of TELL marks my second anniversary as your auction man-
ager. At this time I wish to thank all who have participated as buyers
and sellers and also those who have furnished suggestions, advice and
other comments relating to the AHPS Mail Auctions . I would like to take
this opportunity to pass along some comments and observations gathered

over this period of time.

Membership participation needs to be enhanced . Only about ten percent
of AHPS members have participated in the the mail auctions during the

past two years . This is not ten per cent per year but a total of ten
percent over the two year period . My suggestion is to take a few min-
utes and review the material available in the auctions, look at the
prices realized, give some thought to your own collections in terms of
your particular needs or with respect to material you might have avail-

able for the auctions . An additional few minutes may be all that is
needed to add some nice items to your collection or to make it possible
for other members to make quality additions to their collections.

What sells best in the AHPS Mail Auctions? The major pre-condition is
QUALITY . It is evident that any material that is of questionable qual-
ity Will likely be unsold in the AHPS Mail Auctions even though the it-
em may be scarce and difficult to obtain . Screening for quality mater-
ial both on the part of those submitting items for sale and on the part
of the auction manager can do much to enhance the success of the auc-
tions . Given a high level of quality it appears that the best categ-
ories involve varieties, specialty items, postally used early covers and

combinations of items such as singles/pairs/blocks . There seems to be
little demand for modern issues whether in the form of individual

stamps, sets or covers . Perhaps a higher level of participation would
change this profile.

Auction material that does not measure up to high quality standards just
does not sell . Aside from the fact that such material is of little ap-
parent use to AHPS members it is also a significant cost burden to the

society . During this two year period there were more lots returned to
sellers than were sold in the auctions . A large proportion of the
unsold lots consisted of items that were deficient in one respect or an-

other . Publishing costs and postal costs are both adversely affected.

There have been many reports of late delivery of TELL and that seems to
be a problem that has no dependable solution . The AHPS Mail Auctions
typically have a closing date of 45 days subsequent to the publication

in TELL . That is, an auction published in the July issue of TELL (sch-
eduled to be mailed on or before July 1) would have a closing date of

August 15 . In addition I note quite an erratic pattern of time involved

in mail deliveries . These conditions may well lead to extending closing
dates beyond the 45 day period.

Two more auctions are planned for 1991 . They will be published in the

July and November issues of TELL. At this date there is no material
available for future auctions other than the lots listed in Auction 90.
Lots must be received no later than May 15 and September 15 respectiv-

ely to assure inclusion in those auctions . Please send your lots at an
early date and provide a proper identification and description of your

lots.
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Elsewhere in this issue of TELL you will find a revised set of AHPS MAIL

AUCTION RULES . The few changes that were made are based on my observa-
tions and upon suggestions gathered from members of AHPS. The principal
change is the increase in commission rate from 10% to 15% . Primary fac-

tors in making this change are the costs of publishing the auctions in
TELL and the forthcoming increases in postal rates, the second most
important cost element in operating the auctions . You will also note that
the lot fee charged to buyers has been eliminated and, instead, an est-
imated postage and insurance charge will be made. As stated above one

of the significant costs of handling auction material is that of return-
ing lots that were unsold because of condition or quality deficiencies.
The second paragraph of rule 5 addresses that problem.

Finally, many thanks to those who contributed items for the Donation
Auction and to those who participated as buyers . A late surge of bid-

ding activity resulted in the sale of a good number of desirable lots
with consequent substantial benefits to AHPS . Prices realized will be

published in the May issue of TELL . Remainder lots will be included in
one of the subsequent 1991 auctions .

	

Vinai Grim

AHPS MAIL AUCTION RULES

MARCH, 1991

Introduction

These rules are intended to provide both buyers and sellers with guide-
lines to follow when participating in the AHPS Mail Auctions . The in-
tent is to provide an attractive sales outlet for good quality Swiss
stamps and philatelic material .

Rules

1) Generally three mail auctions will be held each year .

	

Closing
dates for entries and bids will be set by the auction manager.
Announcements will be published in TELL in the early part of the
year.

2) Only AHPS members in good standing may enter lots or bid in the
auctions.

3) The minimum acceptable value for an auction lot is $30 .00 (U .S .)
based on current Zumstein catalog values.

4) The minimum acceptable bid for an auction lot is 25% of the current
Zumstein catalog value.

5) The auction manager may reject a lot if the stamps(s) or cover(s)
submitted are found to be counterfeit, regummed or repaired . Heavy
cancels, stamps that are damaged or have missing perforations and
items that are defective in other respects are also undesirable and
may be rejected.

Such rejected lots will be returned to the owner by ordinary U .S.
Postal service with no obligation on the part of the AHPS to provide
Postal Insurance or other special U .S . Postal services .
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6) Purchasers will be notified by mail of winning bids and the amount
to be paid to the auction manager . The amount to be paid will in-
clude a postage and insurance charge based on the method of
shipment and the value of the lots.

7) If a purchaser receives a lot which he considers to be of unsatis-
factory quality or improperly described in the list published in
TELL, he should notify the auction manager and return the lot within
fourteen days . Under no circumstances will the AHPS be liable for
incorrect identification or description . Any disputes should be
submitted in writing to the AHPS President or Vice President for
resolution by the board.

8) Sellers of auction lots will receive the winning bid less 15% . A
check will be mailed to the seller after the auction manager has
received payment for all of the sellers lots which have been sold in
the same auction.

9) For each auction, a list of the material entered will be published
in TELL . Stamps and covers will be described to cover key points.
Zumstein catalog numbers and values will be used . If a specialty
catalog identification number and value are used, the catalog will
be identified.

10) At the option of the auction manager unsold lots may be entered in
the next auction or returned to the owner . If a lot is unsold af-
ter being listed in two auctions the lot will be returned to the
owner.

11) The use of minimum bids or reserved prices by the owners of lots
is encouraged . The reserve price may be changed if so desired by
the owner.

12) Prices realized on auction lots will be published in TELL.

13) On November 30 of each year, the auction manager is required to
submit to the AHPS board a detailed summary of income, disburse-
ments and expenses resulting from auction activity in the previous
fiscal year . Any funds in excess of expenses and disbursements are
to be transferred to the AHPS Treasurer .

	

Vinai Grim

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR . ..

Dear Editor:

I was very saddened to learn of the death of Dr . Ganz . I first be-
came acquainted with Felix sometime in the mid-sixties when joining

the parent organization of AHPS . - His writings introduced me to
the basics of Swiss philately and encouraged me to expand my then

very modest collection . I knew that I could always write to him

when I had a question regardless of how basic or dumb it may have

been and receive a prompt, concise, and authoritative answer from
him . His very numerous articles were always very professional . He
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could even make one study ordinary cancellations and make them
worthwhile collecting . By following his advice I was able to

enrich my collection and to save a great deal of money by avoiding
the pitfalls of forgeries, poor cancellations, damaged stamps, etc.

. . . . At the same time I learned thru his writings to correlate the
subject matter on the stamp, postcard, cover with Swiss history,

making the collecting of the Swiss stamps even more interesting . ..

Irwin A . Silverstone, M .D.

Editor ' s reply : Amen! It ' s called devotion.

AHPS
TREASURER'S REPORT
for the Year

	

1990

Balance on hand December 31 .

	

1989
Income

$11,823 .29

Advertising 1 .458 .58
Auctions 348 .79
Dues-1990 1,338 .00
Dues-1991 4,839 .50

Dues-Other Years 90 .00
Life Memberships 600 .00
Sales Circuits 1,039 .10
Slide Program 5 .00
TELL'S Sold 49 .00
Donations 223 .00

Interest 580 .57
Grant-Union of Swiss Philatelic

Societies 452 .89
STRUBEL booklet sales 72 .00
1990 Verein Collections 144 .00
1991

	

Verein Collections 1,500 .00 $12,740 .43

Expense
TELL publication & distribution 7,806 .95
Printing,

	

supplies & postage 922 .94
Awards & publicity 35 .04
Verein payment-1990 1,364 .41
Transfer-Life Memberships 1 .200 .00 11,329 .34

Balance December 31,

	

1990 $13,234 .38

Life Membership Account

Memberships

	

$1,200 .00
Interest Earned	 	 82 .32
Balance Dec. 31, 1990 $1,282 .32

Respectfully submitted,
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Strubel : The 10 Rappen on Thin Paper
Herbert Brach

If catalogue prices are any indication of relative rarity of a stamp, then
23F and 23E are right up there among the Strubels . 23F, by that criterion,
is the third rarest Strubel (after 27E and 22Aa) and 23E the eleventh
among the 32 Strubels listed in the Standard Zumstein Catalogue.
Among 10 Rappen Strubels, 23F is the rarest and 23E the third rarest
(after 23Aa) . The point I am trying to make is that 10 Rappen Strubels on
thin paper, while not great rarities, are not exactly plentiful . Relative
prices lead us to the supposition that less than 200,000 23F's and less
than 350,000 23E's were ever printed.

If we attempt to put this total of about 500,000 "emergency" 10Rp
stamps in context with the apparent use patterns of the time period in
question, we have to have recourse to the delivery figures from the Swiss
Federal Mint to the Post Office Department . These show deliveries of
2,325,000 10Rp Strubels in 1856 and 1,855,000 in 1857, for an average
apparent annual consumption of 2,090,000 10Rp stamps . The
"emergency" 10 Rappen stamps thus represent about a three months'
supply of this denomination for the time.

The latest data we have from the "Period of Use" survey indicate that
23F made its earliest known appearance in July of 1856 and had an
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apparent useful life of 14 months . 23E made its first known appearance
in October of 1856 and had an apparent life of 15 months in use.

The greatest concentration of observed use of 23F lies between the
months of November of 1856 and July of 1857 ; that for 23E took place
between February and November of 1857.

Steady usage of 23B seems to peter out in August of 1856, while its
regular successor stamp, 23C, does not make an appearance in quantity
until the end of June of 1857 . It is the period between these two dates
that can be described as one of emergency in the orderly supply of10Rp
stamps.

Aggravating the apparent shortage, there were, uncharacteristically,
no deliveries of any 10Rp stamps from the Mint to the Post Office during
a four-month period between January 20th and May 11th of 1857 . The
answer to this riddle is that on the one hand, supplies of Munich paper
with red thread had apparently run out and on the other, supplies of
Zurich paper with red thread had not yet been received . However, the
paper with black and blue thread which Dr . Custer mentioned in his
previously cited letter of December 3rd, 1856* `, as having been ordered
from an der Sihl but not yet delivered at that time, now very obviously
made its appearance because the Mint made deliveries of 1,175,000
urgently needed 5Rp stamps to the Post Office between February 7th
and April 18th of 1857 and as soon as the printing run on the paper with
black thread was finished, began deliveries of 975,000 15Rp stamps,
beginning April 26th and ending August 6th, 1857 ; these obviously
included both the 24D with blue thread and the 24G with green thread, as
both of these stamps make their first appearance in use in July of 1857.

During the same period of non-delivery of 10Rp stamps, 675,000
20Rp stamps were furnished between March 24th and April 9th, 1857
(thin-paper 25F's were undoubtedly part of this delivery).

The drought of 10Rp stamps was temporarily broken with a delivery
of 425,000 stamps in May of 1857, which marks the first production run of
10 Rappen Strubels on Zurich paper . Then came another hiatus during
the months of June and July, during which period the Mint made only one
delivery of stamps, 200,000 of the 15Rp value . The dam finally broke in
August, when the Mint swamped the P .O. with one million 10Rp stamps.

If we plot all of this, as yet incomplete, information together, we get
the following picture of the 10Rp Strubel history during the critical period
in question:

Dr. L . Custer (also sometimes spelled Kuster), who was intimately involved in the birth of
the Strubel issue from its inception in his capacity as Comptroller of the Currency and later
as Director of the Federal Mint in Berne, wrote a letter dated December 3rd, 1856, in which,
among other subjects, he says : "Paper with black and blue silk threads has been ordered
from an der Sihl, but has not yet been delivered ; of paper with green thread, the only thing
on hand are reject sheets originating in Munich ."
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Production and Use Patterns of the 10Rp Stamp During the Critical Period
Jun 1856 - Jan 1858
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The graph shows that while five different versions of 10-Rappen
stamps were in circulation during the emergency period between Au-
gust 1856 and July 1857, there was ample justification and a need for the
issue of the substandard 23E and 23F at the height of the shortage ; they
filled a crucial niche.

Two million 10-Rappen stamps were delivered to the Post Office
during the twelve months from June 1856 to May of 1857, or just about
the needs of the period . Fully one quarter of these stamps were thin-
paper stamps, if our estimates are correct.

If, as is suspected, the paper mill an der Sihl in Zurich had fallen
behind with the commencement of deliveries of acceptable paper and
further delays became obvious as early as late spring of 1856, we have
to attempt to put ourselves into the shoes of the directors of the Mint to
imagine what must have happened.

First of all, with previously printed stocks of 23B rapidly coming to an
end (see graph) and limited quantities of Munich paper with red silk
thread on hand (from the evidence, there was only enough to print and
deliver 1,000,000 23Ca and 23Cb between June 1st of 1856 and January
20th, 1857 as per Notes (1) and (4) on the graph) before totally
exhausting the supply of this paper, some hard decisions had to be
made.

The first decision apparently was to throw all substandard 23B's on
hand into the breach . This resulted, we believe, in the delivery of
175,000 stamps, which we now know as 23F, on June 20th, 1856.

Next came the issue of the substandard 10Rp stamps on thin Munich
paper with red silk thread, 23E, and we can only guess that these formed
part of the two deliveries made in September of 1856, judging from the
first date of their appearance in use.

Under the prevailing circumstances, supposing we had a stock of
mini-sheets (approximately 4" by 5") ready for printing, approximately
7,000 with emerald thread and about 13,000 with red silk thread, only
one hand-press available, a rapidly developing shortage on our hands,
how often would we make a change in inks and printing plates during a
production run that totalled twenty days? (We know that two printers
produced 1,000 printed sheets in an 11-hour day on the hand press in
Berne and that printing plates were routinely used for 40,000 impressions
at the time.) This hypothetical question would have to be answered with
a logical minimum if this scenario, painted for us by the experts, had
actually taken place.

The reality is, as l look closely at my modest holding of six thin-paper
10Rp stamps, two of which are 23Ea, two 23Eb and two 23F, that I find
six different shades of blue, from a light, bright milk blue to a deep dark
blue, and l find printings that indicate that at least four different printing
plates were used to produce these six stamps.

The evidence of these multi-faceted thin-paper stamps of the 10
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Rappen value rules out as unreasonable and illogical a precipitate
printing from unprinted sheets which would have involved multiple plates
and ink changes, and therefore a number of disconnected printings.

I therefore conclude that the only logical scenario is that which
presupposes printed reject stocks of substandard (thin-paper) 23B, 23Ca,
and 23Cb stamps to have been on hand at the time the decision was
made to rush these to the sales counter.

The foregoing article is a chapter from a paper on the thin-paper "emergency"
printings of the Strubels I recently finished writing . It vividly illustrates the need for
reliable dates of usage of the various Strubel stamps and the type of use this
information can be put to.

If this type of detective work tickles your fancy, won't you of the "silent
majority" please join those ofyour AHPS fellow members who have made liberal
contributions with dates on their Strubels and have helped immensely in carrying
the survey forward.

An update of the original article on the "Strubel Usage Period" which
appeared in the May issue of "Tell" is in preparation, with hundreds of new dates
added, including some eye-opening documented new first usage dates.

Please help make this survey truly meaningful by sending me your dates,
keeping the two ground rules in mind:

1. Do not report dates on stamps the exact classification of which may be
even slightly doubtful.

2. Do not report dates where any guessing as to the month and year dates
is involved because of an unclear strike ; if the day strike is unclear, please
show that as a quesiton mark.

Herbert Brach, 13803 Crown Bluff, San Antonio, TX 78216



Postal Stationery

	

Felix Ganz t

Postal stationery, in its narrowest term, denotes a piece of postal paper
issued by the Post Office Department with an imprinted value tablet and
sold at post office counters for immediate use to customers.

Postal stationery eliminates the need of first buying a piece of stationery,
then purchasing, licking and affixing a stamp and finally mailing the
respective piece.

Postal stationery is as old as postage stamps — as a matter of fact there
are some who insist that it predates adhesives inasmuch as Sardinia, as
early as 1819, produced handstamped letter sheets (cf . Higgins and
Gage's World Postal Stationery Catalogue, Section 16) to prevent
circumvention of the postal monopoly by private carriers ; but philatelists
to this day cannot agree on whether this is rather a revenue than a
postage stamp!

But postal stationery appeared in England in the same year as did
postage stamps (1840), and the famous Mulready envelopes were the
prototype of all subsequent types of postal stationery which comprises an
incredible number of different postal paper issued by various postal
administrations around the world ever since, and to this day.

Since this is not an overview of world, but rather of Swiss postal
stationery, it suffices to say that Switzerland's PTT at one time belonged
to the most prolific postal administration of the world in regard to variety
and number of stationery items issued and offered for use to the public.

The oldest category of Swiss postal paper — and also the earliest one
discontinued — are the envelopes . All of them (1867 through 1886 ; 28
basic catalogue numbers) bore an oval value imprint (Fig. 1) of a carrier
pigeon (Swiss : Tübli) above the Swiss coat of arms, itself surrounded by
edelweiss and twenty-two stars representing the twenty-two cantons.

Actually, the truly oldest postal stationery of Switzerland precedes the
federal administration of posts because the City and Republic of Geneva
saw fit to issue, in 1846, three different sizes of envelopes — all with an
imprinted 5 cts . cantonal stamp (some say there were four different sizes)
— which, however, met with considerable customer resistance . They are
extremely rare in used form because the imprinted stamp frequently was
cut out and used on personal stationery (mostly folded sheets mailed
without envelope) . Geneva stamped envelopes have been extensively
faked, and great caution is recommended when acquiring them.

The federal postal administration never permitted the use of cut-outs from
postal stationery items as postage stamps ; but occasional violations of this
order can be encountered . They are more amusing than valuable and
may represent the attempted inventiveness of a frustrated postal
customer!
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The most numerous (and at this current time only existing) category of
Swiss postal stationery are the postal cards . (Note: U.S. collectors
distinguish between 'postal cards,' or cards with an imprinted stamp, and
'postcards,' or privately produced regular or picture cards to which an
adhesive must be affixed before mailing. Swiss collectors do not use this
distinction and call all cards 'Postkarte' or 'Carte Postale,' etc.) — Single
and double (reply) cards exist.

The first Swiss postal card, for inland use, made its appearance among
the first cards of the entire world, in 1870 . The cards, at one half the cost
of mailing a letter, were extremely popular with the public as may be
gleaned from the postal imprints of numbers issued on the cards between
1890 and 1907.

In 1875 the first foreign rate card made its appearance, and since their
inception about 180 different basic cards have been produced by the
Swiss PTT administration. In Figure 2 a few stamp imprints differing from
stamp designs for adhesives are shown.

Almost as old as postal cards was the category of wrappers, or post
bands — at one time a very inexpensive means of mailing printed matter
(which required unsealed dispatch) . They were introduced in 1871, initially
with lithographed stamp imprint, but soon replaced by an embossed oval
with a numeral . Later, until the discontinuance of this category in 1960,
wrappers either bore stamp designs similar to regular postage stamps, or,
from 1934 on, specially designed value imprints . (Fig . 3)

The catalogues which record all of these categories of postal paper and
give suggested values are : the Zumstein Ganzsachen Schweiz (last issue
1983), still available; and the Higgins and Gage book mentioned earlier.
Dealers in the United States will steer interested collectors to the source
where this U .S .-produced catalogue's Section S may be obtained, and at
what price . (Of course you will get all 'S' countries.)

In addition to stamped envelopes, wrappers and postal cards, the
following categories of Swiss stamped papers exist:

Entire folded letters (Umschlagbriefe), issued only for the 1914
National Exhibition in Bern;

Letter cards (Kartenbriefe), issued only for the 1939 National
Exhibition in Zürich, in three languages;

Aerograms, a short-lived category distinguished by its triangular
imprint of a 65 cts . stamp and in use 1962 - 1971;

National Fête Cards, cards with a surcharge sold between 1910
and 1937 at post offices preceding each year's national fête holiday
(August 1) and picturing on the reverse side more or less artistic, patriotic
scenes . They are collected for both their message and stamp imprint side
as well as the picture side . Some of these were issued with airmail
imprints.
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Money Order Forms : These forms, between 1867 and 1905,
featured a small, oval value tablet, in a variety of colors, both for internal
(domestic) and foreign use (Fig . 4) and must thus be considered postal
stationery. Prior to 1867, and again since 1906, these forms no longer
bear imprinted stamps.

COD Envelopes : This category of postal paper bore the same
oval stamp imprint as the money order forms and was in use from 1875
to 1891 . Very few people collect these last two categories of postal paper,
and in used form money order forms are, of course, always dismembered
since the person posting the form received part of it as receipt or proof
of mailing.

Postal receipts (for registered letters and such) between 1899
and 1916 also were produced with an imprinted stamp . Six main numbers
in this category exist.

And then there are the semi-official and the printed-to-private-order, as
well as the official use categories.

Semi-official cards were produced with the sanction of the PTT, but
their sale was restricted . The oldest of these is represented by the 1893
card sold in Zürich on the occasion of the semi-centennial of the first
Zürich Canton postage stamps.

Other committees for special celebrations preferred to opt for overprinting
regular postal cards with some picture, front and/or back, and it is not
always totally clear how official or private such add-on printings actually
were at the time . But of course they are very much collectible.

But then there is the vast, almost limitless field of printed-to-private-order
stationery . Between 1907 and 1930 thousands of privately submitted
(minimum quantity : 500 pieces for each order) envelopes, cards, reply
cards, gummed labels, wrappers, tags, and whatever else could be
mailed, were processed by the Swiss PTTs printing works where, upon
request, any value tablet, or a combination thereof, was imprinted in
whatever space the customer desired . No one to this day really knows
what all exists!

Official Stationery: A few government branches, instead of using so-
called 'formula cards' without stamp imprint, or free-frank stationery, used
stationery with imprinted stamps . Best known among these are the Swiss
Federal Railways' freight arrival notice cards, issued in four different
categories from 1912 to about 1970. There were also 'lost and found'
railway cards, cards for the World War One Office of Scarce Materials, as
well as several categories of card by the PTT itself, for such services as
reporting the readout of all privately-held franking machines (meters),
requesting payment of missing postage, or cards to advise your friends
of a new telephone number.

In short, whoever wants to start on Swiss postal stationery has a wide,
wide, if not unlimited, field ahead of him or her.
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"JOE KELLER' S"
TRAVELS . ..

This is a follow-up to the article
about the much-travelled and cen-
sored Swiss cover to the Levant, as
published in TELL, July 1990 issue.
Ed Walton writes that he owns four
similar covers, including the one

mentioned in the exposé sent to
Leningrad and which took 2 years
for its roundtrip, see below here.
They were all mailed by the same
mysterious sender in Basel around

mid 1941 and are all addressed to
(what is pretty certain by now) a
fictitious person by the name of
Joe Keller (Ed speculates that this
might have been the sender's name),
to a fictitious hotel address of

various cities . A resumé of the 5

covers is shown here . -- Ed would
like to hear from any other member
who might have similar covers of
the same origin . His address is on
our masthead upfront .

	

HR
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L. MacArthur, 55 Hudson St ., New York, N.Y. 10013

In this column, l will try to help you locate some of the major and minor
errors or varieties, either listed or unlisted in the 1982 Zumstein
Specialized Catalog of Switzerland.

By no means do I own or have access to all errors or varieties we
may cover or discuss. I do not consider myself an expert. I do not
expertise stamps, covers, etc ., and shall not try to . I will answer or try to
answer questions when time permits, provided you include a SASE along
with your questions.

I will use the catalog numbering system from the Zumstein Catalog
(Amateur Collector, Ltd . also uses the same numbering system) . I will
give the Scott numbers where they apply . Always remember: Scott is a
general, not a specialized catalog . Your catalog is your choice.

There are three stamps in the set covered here, Zumstein #291-93
(Scott #325-27) . They were printed on coated granite paper (red and
blue silk fibers without watermark*), perf 11 3/4 ; type of printing was
photogravure by Courvoisier S .A.

Zumstein #291 (Sc . #325) 5 cts.
Grey/yellow/red (Copies printed : 6,045,815)

Retouches

1. In the "A" of HELVETIA . (G7)
2. Can be found in the back-

ground near the mouthpiece.

Zumstein #292 (Sc . #326) 20 cts.
Violet/yellow/grey (Copies printed : 10,432,915)

Retouches

1 . Retouch near the "V" of
HELVETIA.

- I wish Zumstein would correct the error they have propagated in their regular catalog for
several years, both in German and French, inasmuch as p . 11 is a coated paper without
watermark, not, as they state, "with" watermark . — Ed.
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2. Retouch near whip's handle,
up towards the margin
(diagonally to the right) (B8-
A10).

3. From the "0" of the 20,
horizontally towards the right
margin .

Zumstein #293 (Sc . #327) 30 cts.
Brown/yellow/grey (Copies printed : 2,462,740)

Varieties

9 . Strong shift in brown color.
(1-2 mm).

Plate Flaws

1. Colorless spot between the
"E" and "L" of HELVETIA.
(G5).

2. Colorless "Y" shaped flaw
(sometimes referred to as a
Ghost Flaw), caused by a
scratch on the plate . (B12).

Retouches

1. Large retouch near the year date "1949", sometimes referred to as the
Ghost Mountain . (AB2).
2. Strong, visible retouch below the "A" of HELVETIA. (FG12).

If you should go searching for any errors or varieties in your
collection, at your local dealer, at stamp shows, etc ., here are a few items
you may need to take along:

Tongs

	

Perf . Gauge
Glass (8x or 10x)

	

Position finder
Catalog

	

Knowledge

If you have a question or need help, drop me a line and don't forget
to include an SASE . Until next time, with my best advice : Increase your
knowledge .

Mac
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Perfins

1

Felix Ganz

PERFINS, or stamps with PERForated INitials or INsignia, were (and in
some countries still are) stamps (and in rare cases, postal paper such as
postal cards or wrappers) used on commercial of official mail, into which
— before using them — a certain design, letters, initials, or figures were
applied . This had its origin in trying to control their authorized, as well as
to prevent their unauthorized, use.

Perforation of stamps (into the design, that is) was invented by the
Englishman Sloper in 1867 and authorized for use by private parties or
firms in 1868 by edict of the British postal authorities . This control system
of trying to prevent greedy or chiseling employees from helping
themselves to a firm's postage stamps and returning them to the post
office for cash (a practice still possible in many countries) followed an
earlier practice of overprinting, initially on the front, but later on the back
of postage stamps, a firm's name, initials, or even advertisements
(Figs . 1 - 3).

First known business overprint
on the front of the stamp of

the Oxford Union Soc.

Business overprints on the reverse of early Queen Victoria stamps of Britain.

Commercial advertising (reverse of QV New Zealand stamps.

Other countries adopted the British stamp perforating patent soon
thereafter, and firms in most parts of the globe considered this control
system most advantageously helpful.

In Switzerland the official permission for firms' use of perfins on their
commercial mail was given by postal edict No . 121 of April 22, 1876, in
which all postmasters were told to honor such perforated stamps in the
same manner as plain stamps . But at least one firm, the Société Credit
Suisse, in its Zürich branch (or headquarters) had been using stamps
perforated SCS as early as 1874 — without any interference from the
postal authorities.

In Switzerland, too and however, some business firms, notably in the city
of Winterthur, had been using their respective firms' letters, or boxed
monograms, to mark their stock of stamps . Some continued that for a
number of years (Fig . 4) while perfins had already been permitted, and a
few additional firms used this marking on the picture side of the stamp into
the twentieth century . The last firm to do front-side overprinting was
stamp dealer Bela Szekula in Lucerne (Fig . 5) who thus created collectible
varieties even after World War One, until stopped by the postal authorities.
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Perfins in Switzerland were used, at latest count, by about 750 different
firms, and the two lines of examples (Fig. 6) give, to the novice, a good
idea of the existing varieties . Most frequently found are one-line horizontal
initials . Less frequent are two-line initials or vertically arranged initials.
There are also actual monograms, some in fancy frames; and then one
finds all sorts of symbols, abstract designs, or plain numerals.

Almost three-fourths of the Swiss perfin user firms have been identified by
now, and the second edition of the Swiss perfins catalogue contains all
the latest findings . Unfortunately, this catalogue sold out since 1987.

The highest use of perf ins in Switzerland occurred between about 1900
and 1930. Since then their use has decreased steadily — especially since
meters came into existence — and today nary a firm wants to go through
the complicated process of first buying, then perforating, and then affixing,
by hand or machine, such stamps. But perfins are still tolerated by the
Swiss PTT although they have not been specifically mentioned in the PTT
Manual or regulations since 1967.

Which Swiss stamps and postal paper exist with perfin designs? Well,
almost every regular issue stamp from the Helvetia design of 1862-1883
on through the Building Series of 1960 ; almost all commemoratives from
the UPU issue of 1900 through issues of after 1970 ; Europa stamps;
almost all Pro Juventute stamps through about 1970 ; some airmails and
Pro Patria issues, as well as any number of Swiss revenue stamps.

Figure 7 gives you an idea of what to look for . Even the Swiss
government utilized a perf in device of a nine-hole cross design to mark
stamps used by government agencies to addresses abroad, or to pay
special fees such as registration, COD, or special delivery ; or to serve as
return postage to them (such as books returned to the National Library).
These stamps — not catalogued by Scott — (so what else is new) were
issued between 1935 and 1938 . They are very much collectible, and they
have been extensively forged. Thus do not acquire them unless you have
a certificate of authenticity accompanying them, or it they are used on
cover, at the right time. Figure 8 depicts such an official cross pert in.

Naturally, at this point one should spend a moment at the pricing situation.
Until the first issue of the Swiss Perfin Catalogue appeared in 1972, 99%
of all collectors threw perfins out, or gave them, with a pitying smile, free
to those few nuts who collected them . But about three months after the
catalogue hit Switzerland, perfins disappeared from the market, to
reappear at enormously fancy prices a few years later, at dealers,
bourses, or even auctions ; and what had been throw-away junk is now
being peddled at highly inflated prices On this viewer's opinion) to the
suddenly numerous collectors of this sideline of Swiss philately.

On cover — since such an item serves to identify the user — perfins are
decent property . But in loose form perf ins are still in a way 'damaged'
stamps . More than 25% of catalogue value of an unperfinned stamp
should not be paid for a loose perfin . Perf ins in mint form barely exist.
No firm wanted to get stuck with unused postage . That's why.
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A Card to Treasure Al Altwegg

One day a number of years ago, a stamp dealer in New York City showed me a
Swiss postal card that had come from the collection of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt . He wanted $65 for it, which for me, at that moment, was too much.

So I headed back to Texas without the card . But the thought of it would not
leave me alone . Periodically, I would find myself thinking about that card . Maybe
I really should have bought it . After all, it was a Bundesfeier card franked with the
Pro Patria miniature sheet of 1942 . It had been postmarked from Basel, my
sentimental home town, on August 1 st of that year, a time when the American war
effort was at perhaps its most dismal ebb. The card's message wished Mr.
Roosevelt greetings "from your Basler philatelic friend ."

Furthermore, after l arrived home and looked up the 1942 Pro Patria mini-
sheet, I found that Zumstein valued it at about $65 used . And that took into
consideration no valuation for all the historical aspects of the card . If l could still
buy it at the dealer's asking price, I would be getting all those collateral aspects,
in effect, for nothing.

So l wrote the New York dealer and told him l would like to have that card
from the Roosevelt collection. I sent along my check for $65—convinced,
however, that the dealer would already have sold the card by the time my letter
got to him.

But no! This time Fortune smiled upon me . A week or so later I found in my
mail an envelope containing the desired card, which occupies a special place in
my collection today . Incidentally, the latest Zumstein catalog values the Pro
Patria sheet of 1942 at SFr . 450, or about $315—and that's just plain "used".

But there's more to the story . A few years later, I happened to remember a
stamp collecting acquaintance in Basel and got to wondering whether he had
known the man who had sent that Bundesfeier card to President Roosevelt . So I
wrote him, and here's what I found out.

My friend did not know the man, but he found a mutual friend who told him
that the Basel man had made it a practice to write to important leaders around the
world in the hope that they would respond, providing him, thereby, another cover
for his collection.

Of such enterprises are one's choice collectibles made. What's it worth? To
me, today, what the Swiss auction catalogs call a Liebhaberpreis, the price a
fancier would pay.

This represents the opening salvo of a long 'philatelic' road celebra-
ting the 700th anniversary of Swiss independence . Thank you, Michael,
for this pretty cover . . .

	

HR
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